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: r;o"b°,L tunrj; ss ïs «at#tt: »4&rt$rs ”-’s zr&s.taw«s
™ „ „„„y _ ^;t\r’2Si3rl ih. ±«£»± •‘Scfittns . P„,
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know, j, CtapanuUs MM. » thy ™S ■"« S»™» guaranty, of purity and lb, I„ ,h. Ont pi J, twill yxpl.in bow to would b, just „ well to havy'th.m run in a

ney bell flowerla capital” pot" plant. ° The m^ny pSr wal7swhkh cannotbe iSfed into ate^i^th^^ff UP°" “ t" ^"perpSu- sho^up'fo^a number ofylarj andtxhav" but‘decidedly you^ve goT tThave *Sie
variety Medium, however, is the one I am without damage • others have such hard sur ^e<? the offsPrmg-. In view of these very to be very particular about this. Therefore, shade for ducks. If you put ducks in a hot
writing of. This is the true Canterbury Bell— faces that naik can hardlv be driven in and hr! ^ pr,efere,nCe.S the rardcs of pedigree stock I will go back to the ducks that lay the eggs field in the summer time there is danger. I
a plant that attains a height of two or three in al, such cascs th seif-cHnging climbers are ÏI^i, ?rg*y lncreased. and the industry that the ducks are hatched from, and we can have seen full-grown ducks get sunstroke and
feet, with numerous upstanding stems and absolutely athomeandcrèenul wkheniov ul "f'V 'frge "«^er who acknow- go back farther than thar with good results. He down and. die.
abundance of large bell-shaped blooms of ment. indeed they help to strengthen manv ledged. th,e advantages which formerly were You cannot go back too far. We will sup- We feed them there for five months on
various colors. It is biennial, and only lives a shaky wall surface andconceal defects zml re«°gn>zed more exclusively by the student ..pose that the ducks that lav these eggs are light fovd We do not want to fatten them,
for two years. It is a most attractive border abj The most common wav of tramine- ^ enthusiast—the few pioneers who, by per- good, strong, healthy ducks. We set the eggs 9 any. ducks get off their feed, they are taken
flower, and when grown in pots is a charm- dimbing plants is by nailing. Where the walls ____ __________ i____________________________ " _________ . ¥« ott • they are not kept. We keep a Ian-
ing window of greenhottse subject. . are Gf brick or stone with frequent joints all | -------- ---------~~------—------;------;---------------- burning in the trees on dark nights to

Clean Water for I*owls can be trained nicely: Both hails and staples — *. —^—**------------ ------ KttP thenvfrom getting scared.
are used. The latter are best' for staying A peculiar tBft# about ducks is that they
strong branches. Both cord and strips of will run and trample on each other and jutiip
cloth are used in tying. Soft tar twine is the . 111 the cerner of the pens if they get scared
best kind of string. It is strong, durable, and a dark n,8ht .9 it is a bright moonlight
does not harbor insects. Never use rubbishy night we do not light the lanterns. We wish
material,to tie. Have it dependable and not • . had electricity, so that we could have elec-
needing frequent renewal. Do not use over- triedights m each pen.
strong twine to tie little branched. Plants over The *eed for these ducks is four parts bran
burdened with such are very unsightly. "The tc! one part.of flour and one part cornmeal,
strips of cloth used for keeping up climbing f”d 1-20 beef scrap. > For green feed we use
plants are called shreds. Good strong material ‘our parts clover. The clover should be about
is cut up into strips from one to one inch and one-third or a little more than one-third of the
a half, and sufficiently long to go round the entire feed. You can feed them all the green
shoots and have a lap to insert the nail. Cloth feed they will eat. A good indication is to
cannot be too tough for the purpose. Do not watch their troughs, and after they have eaten
have rosy-colored material. I have seen trees « tbeir feed, if they leave a little clovre in the
dotted all over with blue, yellow, and scarlet trough, you know they are getting all they
shteds, and all were extremely inappropriate want, and may be a little more ; and if they
—indeed,-vastly unsightly. Such artificial dis-EÎ * clean trough up they haven’t quite enough
plays of color are never agreeable in associa- to eat.'. -If they have too much to eat, they
tion with the grace and beauty of nature. Un- pick the green feed out and leave nothing but
conspicuous colors only should be used. the mash, and then yo.u kno.w they haven’t
Where there are objections to putting nails in enough green feed. We feed them wet mash—
the walls, the plants may be supported in two mix it a little more moist than you do for
other ways—one by wiring and, the other by chickens. These ducks must not be fed all
trelis work. Both are efficient and quite ap- they will eat, because if you do they will get
propriate. If wire is used, do not put heavy in good condition. You must only feed them
material. Have neat uprights as supports and what they will clean up, and if do not, you
slim, uiigalvanised wires six* eight, or ten must go through and clean it up. They are
inches apart and two or three inches out from not to be starved, but you must keep them
ther Vall:1 Win^ if done neatly, is most un- . just a little hungry, and they will go out in
objectionable, as it ' is,-‘in nt> way uriàightly; -vthis one or two acres-of'land and eat more or
and if is all so handy to tj-ain and tie, too, at less green feed, andz they will run up and
all bittes: . Wood lattice work is the most ex- down thepen and it will give them muscle,
pensive and the more clumsy, although iWis If you taken one of ffl&e ducks and one
vety ' tjttcoitfing on some ol-d-fashioned and _________ ___________________ _______________ _______________ ___ of the market ducks, you will notice all the
other houses. Post-like uprights are fixed „ v — .........  T difference in the world between them- The
m the ground and very thin lathes nailed on, lhe above reproduction of a basket of strawberries shows probably' the finest Vàncou- market duck is like a chunk of lead and the
in ornamental fashion: Here, again, neatness ver Isla«d .fruit everjAotbgraphed. The fruit was grown by MY, John Brown at his fruit breeding duck will flap and flutter and hit vou
is most desirable, and in painting adhere to fal?, > Craigmiller, Cloverdale. Fifteen berries filled the box, weighing one pound and a on the arm with its wings and sometimes 
green or slate colors. . ha“- > " . s hurt you. ’

The reason why we feed them in this 
is to get strength. We keep oyster shell 

in a machine, and we put them in thé brood- be^ore ™.em all the time. We do not use any
ing house, and brood them the same as we do sharP grit for ducks, because it does not give
the ducks for market, until they are eight us S°°d results. We would rather have the
weeks old, and that is the time when we fat- s™ooth grit- and we go to the lake and to
ten ducks' for the market. Before these ducks . sa"d P‘* attd flet the gravel ; about the 
are fattened, we sort our breeding stock, at slze °‘ wheat is the right size. We keep 
the age when the ducks are old enough’ so P.*enty *t before them and there is no neces-
that we can tell the sexes. I go through a aity to give them oyster shell at this time that
large number of ducks, and perhaps I might * °f-
get five or ten fit to breed from .out of a large ”e keep them in this manner until they 
flock of ioo. That seems like a lot of work. are five months old and then we change and
Every'time you change the feed the ducks P?1 them in permanent quarters. Most any
won’t eat, and if you change gradually, they k'nd °* a building will do for a duck house. It
will probably be off their feed for two days; does not «quire very much light, but if you
and just at this time we .sort out the breeding want eSSs a|l the winter you must have it
stock, and it is just at the time we change warm enough so that the eggs won’t get chill-
the feed, so that we do not lose anything I ed' If y°u 8° through pretty often and take
sort these ducks personally, because I believe ,up the e88s they will not get chilled. You
it is the foundation of the whole duck busi- must not *et them out, because they will lay

We handle the dlicks by the neck; we on tbe snowbank if you do. 
never take them up by the legs. We hold We do not have any nests in our duck
the duck up and look a*t him, and if he has a house® ’ we simPly bed them with shavings,
good broad breast all the way through and We did try nests, but wq could not see any
fairly deep keel, and broad back, and not too 8reat. benefit from them. They will dig a
long a neck, and his head not too long, and bole in the corner and lay the egg and cover
if he fights a great deal, and tries to get away * hP> and when you go through in the,morn-
showing he is strong, then we will'pick out in8 y°u have to be careful that you do not
that duck. ■ Hé has got to be a certain weight ; wa% on the eggs. We have a short stick and
we do not actuafly wejgh them, becausç that dj? ,n these little holes and get the eggs out.
is too mu,civ . trouble. Tn lvandtiriÿ’ so many "°bm,Hmes you will find a dozen eggs in one
ducks we get sb tfiait wié'can tell the weight hole- s-x mches below the top of the ground,
of » duck very closely ; we can guess within A good Hbttse. for this climate would be such
a quarter of a pound ôf the weight, and we a bouse as I spoke of for hens, except that

The whole purpose of stock-breeding has can tell almost the minute we pick up a duck y°u would not want to have so much light. In 
been revolutionized and the advances that ' whether it is one we .want or not. They are our country we do not have very much snow, 
have been made are to be tested more by then put over into pens by themselves, and and we do not have any shed; they simply 
adaptability to present uses and requirements after wé get them picked out we drive them run out. the year round. If it thaws a little 
than by contrasts with discarded types that about a half a mile to a field, where we pas- they enjoy it, just a smuch as they do the
were in favor in the early days of breed de- turc them for the summer. rainstorm ; but I would judge that in this
velopment. Except in a few cases, portraits We pick the breeding stock out in May. country you need a shed, as you have so much 
are of little value in acquiring us with ancient You can take thejn out in April or. March • but >ow' A would not keep thfem from going out 

. forms, as these mostly gave the artists’ idea with us the price of ducks is considerably do°f® if they wanted to. If you let a hen 
of what were considered to be perfect animals, higher in March and April than it is in May, havc, bberty the fertility of the eggs will be 
Some of the portraits, however, are unques- and when you are marketing 4,000 ducks a muc" higher, and if you keep ducks confined
tionably not only splendid works of art, but week. ,*.e lowering in price of two cents a you ,wl11 find that the fertility df the eggs
also faithful delineations of the animals repre- pound is quite an item. But as long as we get won't compare with the eggs if they are let
sented. Old agricultural works throw more as good results from the May hatching of out" , e la-vin8 houses should be about five
light on the subject, and in a forthcoming ducks, we see no object in gettine earlier s?uare fcet to each duck. There is no partic-
book from the pen of Sir Walter Gilbey, en- jducks. u'ar arrangement ; just simply, if you have
titled “Live Stock 100 Years Ago,” there will We lake the ducks out in May, and they n?ore. than °ne Pen in the yard the fences
be found a remarkably complete account- of are taken out in flocks of 200. We start and fhou*d. T*6 about two feet or two and a half 
the breeds as they existed at that remote drive these ducki over to the pasture, and in feet blgh. 
period, and readers will be enabled to gain driving them we will say. we have 210 or 215. We c*ean ont
an accurate view of the enormous changes We keep them in a large wood lot. We take 
that have occurred in the interval. It is in lots of time driving them along, not too slow 

i effecting these alterations that breeders have and not so slow as you would drive market 
displayed their skill in the work of live stock ducks. We keep them moving, and when we 
improvement, and the widespread interest in get them half way over, there are two or 
the fascinating pursuit, which is also of the three of them will breakdown, and flap their 
highest value, is the best guarantee that pro- wings and they cannot walk. These ducks 
gress will be maintained, and that other de- are left right where they. are. It .is. simply thé 
velopments will be made to satisfy the ever- survival of the fittest, and when we get to the 
varying requirements in regard to the domes- breeding pens there will be ducks strung all 
ticated live stock of the world. the way along where we have been driving

is distance, being urged all

0 are the blossoms, and all are of a decorative

I

Fowls are great drinkers in hot weather, 
and great care should now be exercised in al
lowing them none but pure water. The im
portance of this cannot be over-estimated. 
Nothing is so injurious to fowls of all ages 
than allowing them to drink dirty water. This 
soon brings on diarrhoea and other ailments. 
It puts them off their food and stops their 
progress, while insisting on their having none 
but pure water is really a stimulant to health. 
The supply should be drawn from the same 
source as the water for the.table. It should not 
only be absolutely free of dirt, but kept cool. 
When they drink sun-heated water it acts like 
poison. It does not relieve their thirst, and 
is invariably upsetting. Every drinking dish 
should, therefore, be washed out every morning 
filled with cool, clean water, and placed in a 
shady spot. There is. no greater assistant to 
success. I

Thinning Onions
Onions will grow vn the most dense clusters, 

but little thumb-like roots or bulbs are not 
thought much of on the table. They are hard
ly worth keeping for winter, and one well- 
grown bulh is worth half a score of tiny ones. 
If the soil is dry and the plants break in pull
ing out, soak the roots the previous evening, 
and they will be easily extracted. This is a 
good plan. Thin all regularly to three inches 
apart ; then choice, sound, long-keeping bulbs 
wij^result everywhere. Onions delight in sun
shine. Only thick necks' &hd small, soft bulbs 
are produced.-.in. crowds or where shaded. The 
thinnings may be tied-up in bundles and" sold'." 
There are plenty of buyers. If many green 
onions are wanted for home use, thin out to 
one inch and a half, and draw out every other 
one as required. Regulating crops by thinning 
is dblightful work and exceedingly profitable.

Thinning Carrots..
Carrots are a crop that wholly fail to be 

useful if grown in clusters, and they are very 
often found growing in this fashion. As a rule, 
fifty times more seed is sown than is required, 
and the plants come up in clusters. This is the 
state of many carrot crops now, and they 
could be in no worse position. Thin carrots are 
unwelcome on all tables. They are" rubbish, 
but secure thick, clean roots and they are 
eagerly sought after by all. Growing suffi
ciently wide apart to allow çf development to 
their fullest form is the only means to secure 
typical carrots. Every other facility may be 
first-rate, but omit thinning and all will be a 
failure. Do not be too long in thinning, and 
prevent the roots from impeding each other. 
Soak the rows well the previous night ; then 
they will be easily extracted next day. Take 
time, and thin ihethodically. Scheme to let all 
the strongest remain. Try hard to regulate the 
early types to three inches apart and the.larger 
ones, of the intermediate class, to four inches. 
"Every root will then become perfect, and a 
bushel or two of such will be more valued than 
a hundredweight of the unthinned trashy 
ones. After thinning soak again with soot 
water. Be sure and give to a penetrating ex
tent. Hoe between them weekly and keep 

■ free from weeds.
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man-«■ ner
;THE ADVANCE OF THE BREEDS sistent adherence to the choice old blood and 

the principles of breeding, preserved and im
proved the races of live stock that are now 
famous throughout the world.

Some eminent agricultural authorities who 
were the vanguard of scientific progress in 
other branches, were also disposed to chal
lenge the claims of stock breeders, or at any- 
rate to demand proofs of the achievements 
which they had carried out. Onè recalls an 
instance when a great investigator in the 
scientific world was asked to deal with the 
improvements in breeds of live stock. His 
reply was that he had.no data—he knew such 
improvements were said to have been made, 
but there was nothing to prove the assertions, 
and he wanted figures to establish them ; 
comparative statistics of greater speed and 
endurance on horses, of increased size and 
weight in other farm stock, and statistics as 
to increase of produce in the case of beef, 
milk, butter, mutton and pork. There is not 
as much of this kind of information as there 
might be, but, after all, mere size and weight 
are not everything. Breeds have been vast
ly improved, though they may not have been 
increased in bulk. The effort, indeed, has 
rather been to reduce size and to promote 
early maturity in cattle and sheep, while the 
grossness and clumsiness of the old-fashioned 
cart horses has been superseded by more 
compact frames and better quality of bone.

J<1
The progress of the pedigree breeds in 

England is ably presented in The London 
Live Stock Journal, as follows:

There is now general agreement that great 
progress has been made with respect to all 
the breeds of British live stock, and that the 
improvements have been in the direction of 
practical utility. Not so long ago a few were 
to be met who were sceptical on these points. 
They were mostly those who glorified the 
past and to whom all kinds of change 
objectionable. They would not admit that 
there had been any advance in horses, cattle, 
sheep, or pigs, but that, on the contrary, they 
could remember" when all were better. The 
draft horses had lost their massiveness and 
“sourness” ; the light horses had not the en
durance and pace of the earlier celebrities ; 
the cattle were smaller and yielded fewer 
pounds of beef, while the milk had been “pedi
greed away.” The very same detraction as 
this was extended to all varieties, and the 
work of the live stock improver 
demolished by the critics who clung tenacious
ly to everything that was old. They spoke 
professedly on behalf of the practical farmer, 
and they were so far backed up by a section 
of the class who could not see the- use of 
bothering about pedigrees, who could not be 
eaten and which were meaningless in their 
view. Like a famous breeder of old. they held 
that if an animal were bred by Mr. So-and-So. 
that fact should be pedigree enough to satisfy 
any one. They never saw much good 
of pedigree breeding and showing stock, and 
the old ways were good enough for them. 
They objected strongly to good animals being 
allowed to leave the country, and they would 
certainly have made it prohibitory to export 
stock which—if they had any effect at all, only 
furnished the foreigner with the materials for 
beating - us in our own markets. It is not 
improbable that some of these sentiments still 
survive, but -they were not now proclaimed 
so vehemently as was the case a quarter of 
a century ago.

The reasons for the change are several. 
The foreign and colonial testimony was in
disputable, and the derogatory remarks about 
the improved breeds looked a little foblish 
when practical and go-ahead agriculturists 
from abroad were content to travel thousands 
of miles and spend hundreds of pounds in 
selecting spècitnens of our herds, studs, and 
flocks, that they knew furnished the only 
means by which .their own stock could be 
graded up to a profitable marketing condition. 
First it was horses they came for, theri cattle, 
then sheep,'arid pigS, so that the breeds had 
a share of this external demand. Here was a 
fact that could not be disputed ; and another
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Trenches for Celery
These are often formed before the celery.is 

ready to plant. It is looked on as work well 
out of hand, and the trenches are ready when
ever needed. If the land is vacant it is all 
right, but if some crop has to be cleai$d off 
to make room for the celery, the making of 
the trenches must be delayed. Any part will 
do for celery so long as it is not in any way 
shady. All soils, top, can be adapted to it. 
They may be light, heavy, or medium. In 
growing celery for the market wide trenches 
are made to hold half-a-dozen rovzs or 
This is a wholesale style of growing, but for 
home use and convenient form I prefer two 
rows only in a /trench. These

come

so.

are easily
handled and earthed up, and the produce is 
first-rate. The trench may be eighteen inches 
wide and one foot deep. Mark off and cut 
Dilt neatly. Many take a special pride in mak
ing their celery trenches. Stow the soil tfiat 
tomes out of the trench well in between each, 
t>r if only one trench is made pack it on each 
side. Celery is partial to plenty of 
It is extra greedy, and must have it. • Cow, 
horse, or "pig manure must be given freely. 
Before digging in give a sprinkling of soot 
and salt over the dung, and cover it well under. 
Do this as soon as the trench is made. As a 
crop to grow on the celery ridges, lettuce do 
splendidly, but any dwarf vegetable may be 
grown.

t

manure. duck houses only twice 
year. As the bedding gets wet, we keep 

tiding to it, put on enough to cover up the 
moist bedding, and we think this thickness 
underneath has a tendency to keep them warm. 
We cannot see any injurious effects from it, 
and it saves us a lot of work.

If the ducks are hatched out in May they 
are put in here about the first of October, and 
they should be sorted again at this time, and 
if there are any that are defective, especially 

(Continued on Page Twelve)
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Fixing Climbing Plants on Houses
The most favorite climbers are those that 

are self-clinging and adhere to the walls as
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